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NEOTION strengthens its position on the Russian market
by launching a new CI Plus 1.3 CAM for AKADO
Aubagne, 7th June 2016: Akado Telecom, a key cable network operator in the Moscow region, has recently
selected NEOTION, a French company providing secure solutions for digital TV industry, for its Advanced Security
CAM.
NEOTION successfully launched a CI Plus 1.3 CAM for AKADO fully certified as compatible with the Verimatrix Video
Content Authority System (VCAS™) for DVB cardless Pay-TV solution.

NEOTION is reinforcing its position on the Russian market with a key partner as AKADO confirming a long-term
relationship. Increasing the value-proposition of the CAM as a recognized green, smart and cost-effective
device for Pay-TV Operators, NEOTION will support AKADO to compete successfully on the market, while
keeping TV viewers’ satisfaction at its top level in a daily use.
« This project is a long-time cooperation between our two companies and we are pleased today to confirm our
position in Russia with such a quality partner like AKADO. We are confident for the future in jointly developing
a real success story with the CAM” Olivier DEMOLY, Sales & Marketing Director at NEOTION.

Please feel free to visit NEOTION booth at ANGA, in Koln, 7-9 June, Stand H13 in Hall 10.2
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About AKADO
JSC "Moscow Telecommunications Corporation -" KOMKOR " (trade name" AKADO Telecom ") - the first cable television operator at Moscow,
providing digital and analog television services, high-speed Internet access to individual subscribers, as well as modern communication services on
the basis of multi-fiber optical network (data transmission, construction of corporate VPN networks, information security, protection against DDoSattacks, and others.) and cloud computing data centers to the corporate customers.
Among them, small and medium companies, as well as large companies, credit institutions and financial holdings. "KOMKOR" is also a leading
service provider at Moscow, the capital of Russian Federation, for telecommunication services to the federal state executive authorities, and
healthcare institutions in Moscow. http://www.akado.ru/

About NEOTION
NEOTION is a French high‐tech company providing innovative solutions for the international Digital Television market since 2000.
NEOTION develops and distributes a wide range of DVB Conditional Access Modules (CAM) embedding the main Conditional Access Systems
(CAS) to Pay-TV Operators across the globe. NEOTION is still investing on Secure Devices for Pay-Tv industry adding new and innovative
solutions according to the booming OTT adoption on the market during these last few years. NEOTION is offering first on it core-business the
HbbTV CAM as the suitable single secure device in a connected environment, headless OTT gateways for satellite fully based infrastructures
and recently smart home solutions, all as part of the OTT growing services.
NEOTION is largely involved as an active member of several Standardization and Digital TV committees, namely DVB, HBB TV and CI Plus LLP
and more recently in ZigBee Alliance.
For further information about Neotion, please visit www.neotion.com and follow us on Twitter @neotion & Linkedin.
For product information please contact business@neotion.com and for Press, please contact, press@neotion.com
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